
Ищем друзей по переписке на InterPals 

Hello! Do you have penfriends? What do I mean by saying «penfriends»? So it's someone who lives away from you and you 

can chat with him by the Internet. And speaking of learning English, it's very important to have a friend from foreign country 

and keep talking to him in English. The best variant is when your friend is native English speaker who learns Russian. This 

way you can help each other easily and powerfully! 

To tell you the truth, I don't have many fellows who'd learn our language. It's clear that Russian is not such a popular 

language as English. So it's much easier to find somebody who learns English as well or somebody who just likes talking 

online. 

Anyway, nowadays it's easy to make friends with native English speakers and keep in touch with them during the whole your 

learning. You don't have to have many friends. As for me I've got only three or four good fellows and talk to them every time 

I can. They're really good people and I'm glad I got acquainted with them. All of them are native speakers. 

Where did I find them? So that's a website I'm going to tell you about in this article. 

I told you already that there are lots of good websites on the Internet where you can speak English absolutely free of charge. 

You can read about those of them I use in my article «Where to talk in English». 

My favorite resourses are SharedTalk and InterPals. About how to use SharedTalk you can read in the article «Speak English 

by SharedTalk». In this post I'd like to tell you about InterPals. 

InterPals - it's an international social network created special for those who learn languages. The main idea of the website 

is to connect people and help them to do language exchange. For example, if you learn English you can easily find someone 

who learns Russian, make friends and keep talking to him helping each other. 

All you have to do is to go to InterPals.net and register. Then go to «My profile» to set a picture and write a few words about 

yourself. It will help people to find out more about you. After that you can go to the search form and find there somebody 

you'd like to make friends with. 

Improve you language with InterPals, guys. Find penfriends there and keep talking to them! Good luck! 
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